Stripey Quilt
Linda Johansen
(541) 758 - 9333 e: lindajo@peak.org

This is a great little quilt that you quilt as you go. Please call or email me if you have any questions
about the supply list.
Supply List:

sewing machine in good working order and able to do a good satin stitch (.2 length zigzag setting)
darning foot for your machine - borders are done with free motion quilting
thread and 2 + extra filled bobbins - you will use 2 - 3 spools of thread on this quilt
you need thread to match the backing fabric and thread to match the sashing
scrap of fabric with batting to practice tension on
scissors for thread cutting
quilting pins for piecing
safety pins
masking tape & pen
seam ripper
rotary cutter and cutting mat
clear ruler for rotary cutting
6" x 12" or 6" x 18" recommended
Temporary spray adhesive (optional)
Water to drink in class if desired

Fabric:
1 yard each of border & sashing fabric for front & back
3/4 yards of backing fabric
Think about this as a two sided quilt.
This is a good place to use that fabric on the ‘back’ that you can’t bear to cut into small pieces!
Scraps to equal at least 1 yard
3/4 yard muslin or ugly fabric (as wide as your backing fabric) - will not show in the quilt
All fabric should be washed (and ironed as needed) and ready for class.
Pre cut your colorful scraps into random lengths (@ 2" – 4”) and at least 7 ½" wide.
Cut with varying angles.
Pre cut @ 40 small strips of sashing fabric - 1" x 7 ½". Cut these from a strip along the length of your
sashing fabric. Do not cut the longer sashing strips yet.
Batting:
@ 4' square - You can choose to lengthen, shorten or widen the quilt as you desire.
Sample quilt is @ 33" x 34"
Fusible Web:
1 yard x 18" wide. I like Wonder Under. Do not use Steam-a-Seam or Heat-n-Bond!
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